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Verb  Prominence in English and Arabic : 

A Contrastive Study  
 

 

1- VERB PROMINENCE IN ENLISH 

1-1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the most effective techniques that is used in arranging our text or message is 

the grammatical prominence or emphasis. Such a technique is used in all languages for 

different purposes. Thus each language has its own devices for the sake of achieving the 

effective distribution of information in a certain text. Hence, in constructing any text or 

message, there is a need to arrange our information according to the most important elements 

or parts in order to held the addressee recognize unambiguously the piece of information that 

can be seen as the most important of any message. Therefore, the emphasis or prominence 

may be given to each part of a text or a message that one prefers to make it prominent. Hence, 

there are certain devices that can be used to achieve such a goal. In this study, the emphasis 

will be given on one important part of the message: the verb or the verb phrase in both 

English and Arabic.  

Generally speaking, this study tries to shed light on the most important devices that 

can be used in emphasizing the verb in both English and Arabic. In addition to that the study 

will find the points of similarities and differences behind using such devices in both 

languages.  

1-2 Emphatic Verb Forms in English  

The term emphasis can be used for any phenomenon which serves to draw a particular 

attention to some element in any text. Such a use of emphasis is either to place that element in 

focus or to compare it with some other elements. English exhibits a variety of linguistic 

emphatic devices that can be used to convey information forcefully, accurately and 

unambiguously. But these emphatic devices are hardly used with verbs. Thus verbs may be 

emphasized by a limited number of emphatic devices as well some suprasegmental aspects 

(stress and intonation). At this point, the auxiliary 'Do' is the most important device that can 

be used to emphasize verbs(Trask,1993:89).    

The two emphatic tenses receive their name as they are used for emphasis. The present 

emphatic emphasizes actions or conditions happening in the present, and the past emphatic 

emphasizes actions that occur in the past.  

The present emphatic tense of verbs is formed by putting the present-tense verb 'do' or 

'does' ahead of their basic present form.  

Here are examples of the present emphatic tense used for emphasis:  

1-I do drive carefully.  
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2-She does like ice- cream.  

3-They do act slowly.  

The intent is to express the action or state more forcefully. In contrast, here are 

examples when emphasis is not intended:  

4-The group does not agree.    (forming a negative sentence)  

5-Does the jury have a verdict?      (forming a question)  

The past emphatic tense of verbs formed by putting the past- tense 'did' ahead of their 

basic present form. Examples of the past emphatic tense used for emphasis are:  

6-I did write the letter.  

7-She did come as expected.  

8-He did promise to go.  

Examples when emphasis is not intended:  

9-He does not tell you the truth.  

10-Didn't you finish the work last night?  

Sentences that use the emphatic tense for emphatic are either affirmative or negative 

responses to an apparently persistent question, whether  stated or only implied.  

11-Did you really write that letter?  

The emphatic answer would either be " I did write that letter " or " No, I didn't write 

that letter ". This will depend on  the situational context for using the emphatic forms. It 

conveys the sense of the speaker either explicitly owning or denying an act or claiming to be 

correct in his or her belief regarding the action of others. ( Carillo, 2001:2 ).  
 

1-3 Repetition (Lexical Recurrence):  
Repetition is a feature of colloquial style in which certain grammatical items are going 

to be repeated (either completely or by pronoun substitution) for the purpose of emphasis, 

focus, or thematic arrangement. Its simplest form is merely the reiteration (with heavy 

stressing) of a word or phrase for emphasis or clarity:  

12-She screamed and screamed for hours.  

13-He talked and talked and talked.  

14-They knocked and knocked.  

15-They kept talking, talking, talking all night long.  

This iterative use of coordination found with verbs and it can also occur with adverbs 

such as' again ' and the prepositional adverbs 'over, on, up, down, around, etc.  

16-I've said it again and again (repeatedly).  

17-He kept repeating the name over and over.  

18-She talked on and on and on (continuously).  

The repetitive types of coordination produce a more vivid and emphatic effect and are 

particularly characteristic of popular narrative style. (Quirk et al, 1985:981).  

In addition a great deal of lexical recurrence is tolerated in legal language where 

misinterpretation is of more serious concern than adverse stylistic criticism.  

The following is from a current domestic insurance policy:  

If at the time of any loss, destruction, or damage arising under this policy there is 

any other insurance covering such loss, destruction, or damage, the company 

shall not be liable for more than its ratable proportion of such loss, destruction, 

or damage. 
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In ordinary language, we would expect the second use of loss, destruction, or damage 

to be replaced by such hyponyms as misfortunes and the third to be pronominalized (them) 

but repetition occurs to indicate confirmation of a phenomenon.  
 

1-4 Fronting and sentence inversion:  
Another device for emphasis in the English language, one that is often misunderstood 

and much maligned, is the inverted sentence. This grammatical form, in which the verb comes 

ahead the subject, does present problems and possible confusion when used too often(Swan, 

1988: 249 & Quirk etal: 1998: 1377-78) . Here's an example from shakespear's Romeo and 

Juliet:  

19-" Away from light steals home my heavy son / and private in his 

chamber……" 

in this example the verb "away" starts the sentence, with the subject "son" for 

detached from it. The normal-order sentence would go as follows: "my heavy son steals 

home a away from light… " the reason for this fronting is for verb emphasis.  

Here are other examples of fronting:  

20-Do it I will.  

21-Sitting at her desk in deep concentration was my sister Huda.  

22-Shot by nationalist guerrillas were two entirely innocent tourists.  

The fronting of an element in a sentence is often associated with inversion. Two types 

of inversion can be distinguished: 

  
1-4-1 Subject—verb inversion  

Such an inversion Occurs with simple present and past tense verbs, and with certain 

verbs of stance or with very general verbs of motion (come ,go fall,etc.)                                                                                 

23-Down came the rain . 

24-Here comes a taxi . 

25-There goes the last train . 

     Subject – verb inversion does not usually take place in a clause with a personal 

pronoun alone as subject ;(Here he comes.)( Away he ran.)rather than (*Here is he, etc.). 

But with contrast of subject (Swan, 1988: 249): 

26-There was she, on the tennis court ,while I had to work. 

27-Here am I, ill in bed, and you don't seem to care .  
 

1-4-2 Subject—operator inversion:  

This kind of inversion is common in formal contexts . 

28-Were she here, she would support the motion . 

29-Were the government to cut value Added Tax, prices would fall . 

30-Had the management acted sooner ,the strike wouldn't have happened. 

1-5 The Use of the Imperative an Emphatic Form : 
We use the imperative for direct orders, suggestions and for a variety of other 

purposes. One of these purposes is the use of the imperative with do (do + base form) as an 

emphatic form.  

We use do (always stressed) before the imperative when we wish to emphasize what 

we are saying ( Alexander, 1988:185).  

31-Do stop talking !  
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32-Do wait a moment! 

33-Do speak to him.  

34-Do answer the question. 

35-Do help me with this math problem . 

1-6 The Use of Adverbs when "focusing" 
Adverbs such as even, just, merely, only, actually, really, indeed, simply, etc. can 

precede the word they qualify to focus attention on it.  

36-He simply answered the question.  

37-I only asked him to lend me his book.  

38-They even know this.  

39-He really go there.  

40-I never get up before 9 o'clock.  

41-I does indeed taste nice.  

42-He actually sat next to her.  

It is normally expected that a person intends his hearer to accept what he says as true, 

the addition of the comment or assertion in no way alters but merely emphasizes the truth of 

communication. When these emphasizers are positioned next to a part of communication, 

their effect is often to emphasize that part (Quirk et al, 1985: 583).     

7 Emphatic verb by the Auxiliaries ' Have ' and ' Be '. 
The auxiliaries 'have' and 'Be', all their forms, can be used in emphatic affirmation 

with unclear stress upon the auxiliary. Here, these auxiliaries can function as emphasizers in 

the verb phrase carrying the primary stress, focus and full-rise intonation (Palmer, 965: 25, 

Leech and Svartrik, 1994: 127): 

ex. They must be learning English.  

ex. He has finished it.  
 

2- VERB PROMINENCE IN ARABIC 

2-1 INTRODUCTION 

Arab scholars, whether grammarians or rhetoricians, have given  the concept of 

emphasis a great attention because of its importance in any verbal communication. They 

believe that such a use of any emphatic device is to give the emphasized element a prominent 

position within the structure of the sentence. Here, it tries to attract the addressee's attention 

about the most important information. This will lead the addressee to recognize unmistakably 

the piece of information that we see as the highpoint of our message. This interest that has 

been paid to emphasis clearly appears in the multiplicity of using different emphatic devices 

in any verbal speech. Generally speaking, Arab grammarians and rhetoricians tend to 

emphasize any part of the sentence which needs to be prominent for the sake of removing the 

suspected information from the addressee's mind and to enforce the new information.  

2-2 Emphatic Verb Devices in Arabic 
Since the verb or verb phrase is one of the most important elements of Arabic 

sentence, Arabs tend to emphasize it by different emphatic devices for purpose of 

emphasizing the action. For this reason Arabs offer a variety of emphatic devices for verb 
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assertion. The main function of such assertion is to emphasize the verbal action and to provide 

the clarity of meaning of the idea that involved in the asserted verb in order to remove any 

suspense and hesitation from the addressee's mind. The amount of a given emphasis depends 

mainly on the addressee himself because the more hesitated the information in the addressee's 

mind, the more emphasizers will be expected. Therefore, some verbs, in certain speech, may 

be accompanied by two or more emphasizers to achieve the desired result. At the same time, 

these emphasizers will provide enough additional information to ensure that the message is 

complete.  

In accordance to this important role of emphasis, Arab grammarians and rhetoricians 

mention different types of grammatical devices that can be used to emphasize the utterance. 

Some of which are used to emphasize the whole sentence, noun phrase, verb phrase, 

preposition or any other part of the sentence. In addition, some of these emphasizers may be 

used separately or may be attached to the word that needs to be emphasized. In this paper, the 

attention will be focused on the particles that are used to emphasize the verb or the verb 

phrase.  

Among all of these devices we can find different grammatical tools that can refer to 

verb prominence in Arabic. These include: the emphasizing suffixes - - and (The assertive 

noon), the particles of future (  and ) (will or shall), repetition,some assertive particles 

( ), the use of cognate objects, the use of restrictive particles, the use of certain 

adverbs, particles of swear.  

2-2-1 The emphasizers ' ' and ' ' 

These two emphasizers are called the heavy (stressed) and light (unstressed) emphatic 

noon in order. They are mainly suffixed to adverb to strengthen it. They have two functions: 

the first one is to emphasize the meaning of the verb and to remove any hesitation and 

suspense from the addressee's mind. The other function is to shift the time reference of the 

verb from the present to that of future reference. Moreover, they are sometimes used to 

strengthen the future aspect of the imperative form                                                                                                                   

  
These two emphasizers are only attached and suffixed to the imperfect and imperative 

verbs. In contrast, they cannot be attached to the perfect verbs or nouns.

    

The stressed and unstressed noon can be found in this Quranic verse at the same time:  

1 ) 

here, the imperfect verb ( ) is attached by the stressed noon while the other 

imperfect verb ( ) is attached by the unstressed noon.  

2-   (Do your best in your Job).  

3-    

(Do your prayer).  

In these two examples, the unstressed noon in (2) and the stressed one in (3) are 

attached to the imperative verbs ( ) and ( ).  

Arab grammarians state that the main difference between the heavy (stressed) (noon) 

and the light (unstressed) noon is attributed according to the degree of emphasis. They believe 
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that the heavy noon is more emphatic than that of the light because the heavy noon implies 

the repetition of the noon and hence the repetition of the emphasis

  

Thus, in example (1) the first stressed noon in ' ' is more emphatic than that in 

unstressed noon in ' ' ( ).   

 It is worth mentioning that the emphasis of the imperfect verbs by these two particles 

can be obligatory, optional or impossible according to the presence and absence of certain 

conditions    ،74-68: 6891المطردي ) ). As far as the obligatory aspect of the imperfect verbs, the 

emphasis occurs when the verb is an affirmative one forming the complement of an explicit 

oath and directly linked to the لـ "-"  of the oath (الم القسم) (  646: 6811؛ حسن   6817:698المخزومي  

74-98: 6891؛ المطدي،   ): 

4-   

5-  

6- ) 

7-   

8-  

Sometimes, such an obligatory emphasis may be preceded by an implicit oath, or an 

item that denotes the meaning of an oath. This case, can be represented in the conditional 

sentences. Here the emphasis can be seen in the main clause ( ) preceded by an 

implicit oath as well as the ' ' of the oath ( ) ( .  

9- ) 

10-   

 As for the optional cases,the imperfect verb is optionally emphasized in the following 

situations:   

1- When the verb is preceded by the conditional conjunction ' ' which is strengthened by the 

emphatic particle ' ' ( ).  

11-  ) ( ) 

12-   

in these two examples the verbs  ) and ( ) are emphasized by two emphasizors 'the 

stressed noon and the emphatic particle ' ' at the time.  

2- when the verb is negated and preceded the particle of prohibition ( ) ( ) ( :

).  

13-   ) 

14- ) 

3- when the verb is preceded by a particle which expresses a form of request such as a 

command, a question, an offer, a wish an imperative '  ' (

).  

15-

16-  )  ) 

17-  
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18- 

19-

20- )  

 As far as the impossibility cases of emphasis, the imperfect verb cannot be 

emphasized by the emphasizers ' ' and ' ' if the verb is separated from the ' ' of the oath by 

the particles of future ' ' and ' ' or by ' ' ( ).  

21-   ) or if it is negative:  

22-                                                                                                 

23-     ( )  

      (By Allah I will never do such a thing again.) or if it refers to the immediate present 

(ibid).  

24-     (  )  

           ( By Allah you will go now.)     

2-2-2 Particles of future ' ' and '  '   

Arabic has two particles ' ' and ' '  that indicate futurity called particles of futurity. 

These two particles usually make the imperfect verb, which is common to present and future 

peculiar to the future. The particle ' ' is normally prefixed to an imperfect verb, whereas 

' ' is an independent word usually preceding an imperfect verb (Cowan, 1958: 188 ; 

Beeston, 1970:79).  

In certain cases these particles are prefixed to the imperfect indicative verbs so as to 

strengthen and emphasize the future action of these verbs. Furthermore these particles are 

mainly used as emphasizers when they are used to emphasized promise and threat.    الهاشرمي(

( 986: 6881؛ السامدائي   11-78: 6891؛ المطدي،   698: 6817؛ المخزومي   98ي.ت    

25-      (promise) 

26-   ( )  (promise)  

27-

28-  

29-   

30-    

31-    

32-   )   

2-2-3 Repetition  

 This type of emphasis is sometimes called the verbal emphasis ( ). This type 

of emphasis refers to the repetition of the same item. This way of emphasis will give a 

prominence to what is repeated so as to attract the addressee's attention to what the addressee 

was unable to catch. In this type different parts of a sentence may be repeated such as a verb, 

a verb phrase, a whole sentence, etc.. . The emphasis by repection can be used for different 

purposes such as 'threat''exaggeration'. ( ).  

33-    

34-   ( ) 35-  ) 

2-2-4 Restrictive Construction  
 Prominence and emphasis can be given to a certain element by restricting the meaning 

of the verb to the meaning of another form to eliminate the addressee's hesitation. Such an 
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emphasis can be done by using the following particles: ' ' and ' ' preceded by the negative 

particle ' ' (  

36-    ) (   

37-   )   ( ) 

38- ) 

39- )  

2-2-5 Emphasis by cognate object ( ) 

 Cognate object in Arabic is an infinitive form derived from the same verb form in the 

sentence It is semantically and morphologically related to the verb . It's function is to 

emphasize the former action (verb) ( ) 

40-   

41-  

The impact of the cognate object ( ) in (40) is to emphasize the fact that Allah the 

Almighty really did talk Moses. This will remove any suspicion about this fact.   

2-2-6 Emphasis by the particles of Oath 
  In most cases, verb prominence can be achieved by using particles of vow. Arabic 

possesses different explicit particles of oath mainly preceded by letters of oath such as ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' ' . These particles involve ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' etc. Sometimes oath can be 

implicit which can be inferred from the context of the sentence or when the verb is preceded 

by the ( ) particle (

In most cases, the emphasis by using swearing, whether explicit or implicit, may be 

accompanied by different particles of emphasis such as ' ' ' ' (stressed and unstressed noon), 

and the inceptive ' ' (ibid):  

42- ) explicit vow  

43-     explicit vow  

44-  )        implicit vow  

We can notice in (35) and (36) that the verbs ' ' and '  ' are emphasized by 

 three particles of emphasis: particles of vow ' ' ' ', 'the inceptive  ' and the stressed 

noon '  '.  

2-2-7 Emphasis by Adverbs  
 There are certain adverbs frequently adverbs of time, that can be added to the verbal 

phrase (either, before or after the verb) to emphasize the verbal action ( ):  

45- )    

46-   ( )   

47-   ( ) The adverb of time ' ' in (45) is used to emphasized the action of ' ' 

only since it has no additional information other than emphasis (ibid).  

2-2-8 Emphasis by added particles 
  Arabic has a set of particles which have no grammatical function other than giving the 

word with which they are used a redundant meaning of emphasis as well as a beautiful 

stylistic meaning. These particles are' ' '  ' '  ' '  ' '  ' '  ' '  ' '  ' and ' '.Some of 

these particles such as ' ' '  ' '  ' '  '  (

 

48- ) 

49-   

50- ) 
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51-   (  

52- ) 

53- ) 

54- ) 

55-  ( ) ( ) 

2-2-9 Emphasis by some assertive particles  
 Arabic offers a set of other assertive particles that can be used to emphasize the verb 

or verb phrase. These particles may be used either in attachment with the verb or in separation 

from it. They involve: '  ','  ' in the inceptive '  ', the negative '  '( ),'  ' and '  '.  

2-2-9-1 The particle '  ' 
 The functional particle can put directly before any perfect verb in order to emphasize 

the inevitable occurrence of the action. Thus if one may prefix the particle '  ' to the perfect 

(Cowan, 1958: 56; Beeston, 1970: 79) ( ).  

56-  ) 

57-  ( )(  

 Sometimes, '  ' may separated from its verb only. Here, the action will be reinforced 

by these two particles '  ' and the particle of oath ( ).  

58- (  ). 

 In most cases, the particle '  ' may be accompanied by certain letters (excessive 

particles) such as '  ', ' ' the inceptive '  ' and ' ' at the same time. Such a use of these 

letters will increase the prominence role of '  ' in the verbal sentence. 

 ( ):  

59- )  

60-  

61-  (  

62-   

63-  ( ) 

64-  ) 

65- ) 

66-  

2-2-9-2 The emphatic particle '  '  

 This particle is sometimes used in objective cases or in negative cases. As far its 

emphatic role, '  ' is used to emphasize the negation of future action. Therefore, it will negate 

the future action forever. ( ).  

67-  ) 

68- ) 

2-2-9-3 The inceptive '  ' 
 This particle is often used to emphasize the content of the positive sentences and 

remove any suspicion. Thus, it is never used with a negative sentence or a verb with negative 

meaning ( ). Sometimes, this particle may be used with other emphatic 

particles, such as '  ' and '  ' in order to increase the prominence of the verb (

): 

69- (  

70-  ) 
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71- ) 

2-2-9-4 The negative '  ' ( ) 
 This particle is sometimes employed for emphasizing the negation of the verbal 

action. This particle can be distinguished from other negative particles by some conditions:  

1- It should be preceded by the verb of existence '  ' (be).  

2- A particle of negation should precede the verb '  ' (be). 

3- The verb of existence '  '  should be syntactically and semantically in past tense.  

4- The verb '  '  should be followed by a proper noun, not pronoun, then imperfect verb.  

It any one of these conditions is not found, then this particle will not be regarded as ' ' 

(  

72- ) 

73-   
 

 2-2-9-5 The particle '  ' and '  ' 
 These two particles are used to emphasize the verb phrase. They can be used in 

conditional sentences in order to strengthen the connection between the two sentences (

 

74- ) 

75- ) 

76-  ) ( ) 

77-    ( ) 

2-3 The Analysis of Sura Al- Takathur ( ) 

 

 In these Glorious Quranic verses, Allah the Almighty is addressing, in a sort of 

warning or threatening, people who are engrossed in seeking an increase in wealth, position, 

the number of adherents or followers or supporters, mass production and mass organization. 

Besides, those people who occupy all their life by these things will leave no time for higher 

and spiritual things in life bill death approaches. Here, Allah the Almighty gives a clear 

warning, from a spiritual point of view, to those people. Such a warning is sounded by many 

verbs which are emphasized and strengthened by different emphatic forms ( ). 

 As far as the third and fourth verses are concerned '  ', 

we can see that these two verses are repeated and linked together by the connector ' '. Such a 

repetition to these verses is used to issue a warning or a threat to those people who are 

engrossed in these silly things of life. The warning or threatening is declared and emphasized 

by using the verbal emphasis ' ' of the verb phrase ' ' and  by the particle of 

future '  '(will) which is used to emphasize the future actions of the repeated verbs ' '.  

 Verse (5) '  ' is also another warning which emphasized by the 

repetition of the verb phrase '  ' and the particle '  '. Here ,the particle ' ' is used for 

two purposes: emphatic and conditional. As far as the conditional purpose is concerned the 

answer of the conditional ' ' can be inferred in the phrase '  '. Thus the deep 

meaning of this warning is that '  ' '. Here , Allah the Almighty 

declares that since people do not know the certainty of knowledge and mind '  ' , 

therefore they cannot see the spiritual things of this life and the afterlife. The rest of other 

verses represents a complement to the previous warning in the above verses. The structure of 
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verses (6,7,and 8) is very emphatic especially to the verbs. Such verses of warning are 

declared by the Almighty  to those people who fail to perceive the truth of faithfulness and 

certainty '  'in their minds.As a result to that failure , then they will see all the 

miserable things in the Hereafter such as the Hell and they will be questioned about every 

kind of joy they indulge in especially the allegiance and love of Ahl Al-Bayt (the household 

of the Holy Prophet) () (ibid). The act of warning is emphasized by the inceptive '  ' and 

heavy noon ' ' in the verbs ' ', ' ' and ' '.the other emphatic device which is used 

for emphasizing the warning is by the repetition of the verb phrase in verses '6' and '7' '  '. 

In these verses, the prominence of these verbs are emphasized by all these forms. 

3- Conclusion 
 Every language is a communicative system which can be expressed by different 

linguistic means. In addition to that there are certain devices and styles that can be used to 

emphasize, enforce and beautify such a communicative systems Emphasis is one of these 

styles or devices that can be used in every language for achieving the communicative 

purposes and conveying information, opinions and ideas forcefully and unambiguously. But 

the ways used to express emphasis are different from one language to another according to 

specific nature of each language. This paper aims at dealing with one grammatical aspect of 

emphasis which is related to the prominence of the verbs in both English and Arabic.  

 The paper finds that there are a number of issues in common between English and 

Arabic, represented in the fact that in both languages one can distinguish unmistakably and 

unambiguously the piece of information that is emphasized by the emphatic devices. 

Moreover, emphatic verb may attract and focus the addressee's attention to the intended action 

of certain verbal utterance.  

 However, there are a number of differences between the two languages in question. In 

English, lexical verbs are rarely used for emphasis, but they are only emphasized by using 

some auxiliary verbs. The main auxiliary verb that is used for emphasizing verbs in English is 

the 'emphatic do ' . This emphatic 'do' is optionally used, with all its inflectional forms 

(present or past) 'do, does, did', to add emphasis to an entire sentence, an imperative sentence, 

and to a frequency adverb. The other device that is mainly used in spoken English language is 

the use of prosodic aspects such as intonation and stress.  

 As far as Arabic is concerned, Arabic emphasize forms and devices are more variable 

and more in number ; they are not limited or restricted. These devices and forms are not only 

used for emphasizing the text but also to beautify it and to enforce the change of the 

grammatical aspect of the verb into another time reference. In contrast to the English 

emphatic verb form, Arabic emphatic verb forms may be obligatory, optional or impossible. 

Besides, Arabic emphatic verb devices have a grammatical and a stylistic function with within 

the verbal utterance.      
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